
THE PYRAMIDS      

Inspiration received on April 15, 2011 

 

Dear Ones, 

I have been given some amazing information about our 

planet.  We have been told that our planet is going 

through a magnetic pole shift that will affect all life on this 

planet.  In the past years and currently more so, I have felt a subtle dichotomy about 

how this would happen and what the outcome of our species as humans would 

ultimately be.  As I have contemplated this I have come to a deep resolve that, even 

though we are spiritually immortal beings, it did not make sense that our Mother would 

annihilate the majority of her human population without thought or care.   

One of the theories, of a potential occurrence to our global condition, is that if there is a 

pole reversal without any accommodation for movement; the likelihood would be the 

explosion of our planet.  Another is that the center of the earth will stop rotating due to 

the melting of a layer of rock that is under the earth’s crust; that would allow for the 

continued free rotation of the crust while the inner core accommodates, as needed, the 

magnetic pole reversal.  There are other, equally disturbing theories with potentially 

devastating results. Very few take into account the mental strain that would take place 

on the human mind during such an event.  The idea that we as humans would lose our 

minds during a magnetic pole reversal is a concept that is not widely known.  The poles 

become weaker and unstable as they begin to move and shift.  They theorize that this 

weakening will continue until they become nonexistent until the shift is complete and 

they stabilize and reactivate. We need our magnetic poles to keep us steady both 

physically and mentally.  Without the balancing effect that the magnetic poles have on 

our psyche, we would all go insane.  We could imagine using some alternate external 

source to stabilize our bodies and minds, but would they work and would we even be 

informed of them if they existed? 

As a sentient being, our Mother Earth is aware and conscious of us as we live, create 

and procreate on her surface.  She recognized us as her children and as inhabitants of 

her lands and waters.  I have come to understand that if we connect with her through 

meditation, this will assure our survival through the growth process that She is 

experiencing.   

As I have thought about our current and ultimate upcoming changes I began to 

contemplate the pyramids and their purpose.  I had glimpses of memories from many 

lifetimes of when I was an elder and teacher in the mystery schools and knew many of 
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the secrets that were harbored in those schools that only a select few were allowed to 

access.  Then suddenly, a clear understanding came to me about their purpose. 

The purpose of these pyramids is for them to connect with each other at a specific time, 

to create and activate the sacred geometry of a multi layered tetrahedron around the 

planet that will protect the planet; or better said, humanity, from total devastation.  When 

this information came to me it gave me an overwhelming feeling of calm, certainty and 

excitement.  This meant to me that we would be protected and cared for through this 

potentially devastating time.    

Why is it that the pyramids have kept their secrets for hundreds and thousands of 

years? The reason is because it was not necessary for us to have the knowledge that 

they housed, until now.  Now is the critical time for us to connect with the earth and with 

the power of these pyramids as they become active; this, in an attempt to raise our 

consciousness and help ourselves in our ascension process.  We would have to, and 

need to, receive the information that they are willing to give, by being at a state of 

elevated consciousness and awareness so as to be able to receive it on an intuitive and 

vibrational level.  We have not been at that level until recently, which is another reason 

why archeologists and scientists have not found these new locations until now. 

Each pyramid is located at a strategic location on the planet.  The ancients (our 

ancestors and ourselves in previous lives) knew what was needed to help get humanity 

through these recurring shifts; through their connection to the earth and Beings of light 

they were guided to build the pyramids in locations which were key geographical points 

for both stability, anchoring and for completion of the energetic connection.  They have 

been here for thousands of years and possibly even longer.  Some were built before the 

last shift and others earlier, prior to other shifts.  All this is happening through Divine 

timing; our raised consciousness, the activation of knowledge and new energies on the 

planet, the expanded and awakened energies of Mother Earth, and the discovery and 

activation of the pyramids.  The timing is also strategic.  We are the ones that have 

needed to find the remaining pyramids and activate them through our elevated 

collective consciousness.   

Our scientists and archeologists have been guided to find more and more of them in the 

recent years, even in the past year.  They are all over our land masses and under our 

oceans.  As they are being found and we, as humans, are connecting more to our 

Mother, they are being stimulated to become active.  Once they are active they will form 

a multidimensional connection with each other that will provide a temporary cover, or 

energetic vibrational canopy, that will take us through the darkness of our global shifting 

and magnetic pole reversal.   



This is our work to do, activate the pyramids; connect with All That Is; find our true 

purpose which is to realize who we really are; and save humanity from destruction.  This 

is our responsibility and we are all here to contribute to that work and to remember.  

Some will remember through concepts and thoughts, others will remember by feelings 

and dreams.  Others will be led by a sense of knowing even though they may not 

understand what they are doing or saying at the moment.  We all have a role to play in 

this global dance that we have chosen to participate in. 

Those that connect to Mother Earth and the sacred geometry, through which our 

species will survive, will ascend with our Mother to a higher level of consciousness.  It is 

our choice to either connect through the activation of the sacred geometry of our own 

bodies with the activated sacred geometry of the planet; or, to react and operate out of 

fear and denial. 

There is no benefit in responding with fear, but for those that are accustomed to drama 

and the resulting chaos it creates, they will find it difficult to adapt to the new vibrational 

shift that will be needed to transcend the magnitude of the changes that we will 

experience. 

We are light beings that are connected to our Mother which is also a light being.  Those 

of us that are on the “path” may be experiencing distracting affects.   If you are 

experiencing feelings of anxiety and do not know why; if you are experiencing mood 

swings and do not know why; if you are experiencing short temperedness and are being 

argumentative and do not know why; if you are feeling physical aches and pains and do 

not know why; it is because we are undergoing physical and mental shifts that coincide 

with that of our Mother.   

If you have never meditated in the past, it is now time to begin.  We are at an age where 

what we accomplish in 10 minutes is the equivalent to what we accomplished in 20 to 

30 minutes in the past even though our time is seemingly shorter.  In thinking about this, 

we can grasp the concept that just a few minutes of time can make an enormous 

difference in our lives and that of others.   By taking just 5 to 10 minute daily in 

meditation and connection to our Mother and the cosmos, we can change the way we 

act, react, and think about the world around us.  It is not a huge sacrifice to take 10 

minutes, (1/144) of our daily time, to connect with Spirit and All That Is.  By doing so we 

not only can change the tendencies that we have toward drama and chaos, but we can 

change the world. 

If you still feel it is too much to ask to give 5 to 10 minutes in meditation, then there are 

other ways to connect.  As you are doing a mundane activity such as washing dishes or 

doing your daily physical workout, take a few minutes of that time to feel your body and 

hear the pulse of your heartbeat.  As you listen to your inner rhythm try to connect to the 



consciousness of something in nature, whether the wind, the rain, a bird’s song or the 

green color of the grass.  Contemplate your connection to nature and allow her to speak 

to you, if nothing more than allowing yourself to feel calm and present by it.   

Another way is to dedicate your love making to Mother Earth.  As you join yourself 

sexually with your partner, spouse or even your own body; as you feel yourself 

approaching a state of climax; think of the earth, visualize the mountains or seas, the 

plains or the rivers, commune with her and allow her to absorb the ecstasy that you feel 

as you arrive at that blissful moment.  Orgasms can be as beautiful and transcending as 

the deepest meditations and heartfelt prayers, so allow yourself to honor your body as 

you offer that experience to Mother Earth.  She will honor you and give back to you 

tenfold in love and consideration.   

Our Mother will not forsake us, so let us join together and send her a message of love 

that will transcend our fears and help us in our conscious awareness that we truly are all 

One. 

In Loving Gratitude and Service, 

Bee Jimpson 

715-796-2575 

info@beejimpson.com 
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